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Message from
the principal

Mr Stephen Viner

Dear Parents,
As we close in on the end of an
exhausting term, I would like to take
the opportunity to personally thank
the staff for all the exciting activities,
trips and sports events that have run
this term. I know from speaking to our
pupils that they thoroughly enjoy them
and they add real value to our pupils’
lives and learning. Saying that, there
is still so much happening before we
finish. Next week on 4th April, I look
forward to welcoming parents to our
International Day parade, to celebrate
the wide and diverse community we
have in our school. We are bound to
have some excellent pictures to publish
in our next newsletter.
I hope that during the coming school
holiday all our families have the
opportunity to rest and find the time
to spend together, and for our pupils
to reflect on the successes of this past
term as well as on how to improve the
things that have not gone so well.

I would like our pupils to revisit my
challenge from last year. I am asking
that in a period of just ten seconds in
a day how many positive things they
can say or do, be it a smile or a simple
thank you, and then imagine what
could be done in ten minutes, an hour,
a day or even a week. Then imagine
everyone taking that approach and
what we could achieve. I hope to hear
from pupils on how they feel they coped
and the success stories from those who
have attempted the challenge.
For our pupils in Years 11, 12 and 13, I
wish them a restful holiday as they make
the journey towards their final exams
this summer. This is an opportunity to
remind them that preparation for an
exam is just as important as attending
the exam. Remember, if you or they
are concerned about their exams or
their preparation, please speak to
their teachers as soon as possible. As
the saying goes, ‘Prevention is always
better than cure’.
Which leads me to my final point: we are
extremely lucky at BISAK to have highly
qualified and trained professionals
in our clinic. We take the care of our
pupils very seriously and I understand
that some parents may feel that we
are overly cautious in regards to our
‘Emergency Care Plan’. I do not want
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you as parents or my staff ever to be in the position
where we feel we are unable to help a child in crisis
for the sake of a form. If your child has a change in
medical issues or use of medication, please inform
our clinic immediately, as it is better that we have too
much rather than too little information.
I wish everyone a fantastic holiday and look forward to
seeing you all when we return on 29th April. As always,
thank you for your continued support.
Yours sincerely

Stephen Viner
Principal

Message from Head
of Preparatory School

Mr Darren Aisthorpe

Dear Parents,
This month the Preparatory School has been as busy
as ever with a range of well-planned and vibrant
activities to promote pupils’ learning.
This month our pupils in Pre-Prep are taking part in
the energetic ‘Let’s Move’ initiative. Until the end of
the term, weather dependent, our Pre-Prep pupils are
walking around the playground track three mornings
per week for approximately 15 minutes, covering a
distance of 1.5km to 2km. The pupils and staff are
enjoying this fitness activity to start the day with much
determination and resilience.
Thank you to all the parents who attended our
information and workshops sessions, including
Mathematics (Year 5/6) and making pin-hole cameras
(Year 3) to help support your children at home. Our
Year 2 pupils thoroughly enjoyed performing to their
parents at their special assembly. It was wonderful to

see our Pre-Prep pupils celebrating Mothers’ Day in a
very special assembly.
This month, a group of pupils from Year 5 and Year
6 attended the U11 BSME Games in Dubai. They
took part in an action-packed programme of various
sporting activities. As always, our pupils were
superb ambassadors for BISAK, and their behaviour
throughout was excellent.
We have introduced our Virtual Learning Environment
for pupils in Year 5 and Year 6. Our pupils are now
able to log on to view the homework that has been set
by their teachers. Once we have evaluated this new
initiative, we plan to roll-out the VLE to pupils in Year
3 and Year 4 and, possibly at a later date, pupils in
Pre-Prep.
We are very proud that we now have a Preparatory
School Council and their classmates have
democratically elected school Council members.
The School Council has already held its first meeting
and has put suggestion boxes around the school for
pupils. I am looking forward to seeing how the School
Council develops, working alongside school leaders to
enhance and strengthen our successful school.
Finally, World Book Day was a tremendous success,
and it was amazing to see the vast majority of pupils
attending school as a book character. Equally, I
was delighted that our older pupils had a unique
opportunity to read stories to our younger pupils,
sharing their enthusiasm and acting as outstanding
role models. Our annual book fair was a wonderful
opportunity for our pupils to be able to purchase
books from a wide selection. I very much hope your
children enjoy sharing the new books with you.
As always, thanks to you for your ongoing support.
Yours sincerely,

Darren Aisthorpe
Head of Preparatory School
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could attend the Flag Parade and contribute some
(nut-free) food that represents your country.

Message from Head of
Senior School and Sixth Form

Mr Leo Gilbert

Dear Parents
It has been really good to see so many of you at the
numerous events we have held over the past few
weeks at BISAK. We are truly a family-oriented school,
and the partnerships we have with parents are central
to what we do, so thank you for supporting the various
events we have put on. Both Options Evenings held
since I last wrote to you were extremely well supported,
especially the GCSE Information Evening, where over
90% of families attended. We also hosted our final
Parents’ Evenings of the year, for Years 7, 9 and 12,
all of which had a strong turnout. These evenings are
always a highlight in my diary as it is a pleasure to
talk face-to-face with such helpful, caring parents
about how well their children are doing, as well as
resolving any queries they might have. As I say, there
are no further parents’ evenings this term, but please
do not hesitate to contact the school if you have any
questions about any aspect of your child’s education.

Finally, a reminder about uniform. This year has been
a transition year where pupils have been allowed
to wear the “old” uniform, but from September that
will no longer be the case. The only uniform to be
permitted will be what is available from the school
shop. We will give clear information about this over
the coming term.
Many, many thanks for all your continuing support,
and may I wish you and your family an enjoyable,
restful spring break, when we finally get there.
Yours sincerely

Leo Gilbert
Head of Senior School and Sixth Form

Speaking of highlights, I hope you were one of the
lucky parents who attended our annual Dr Saadeh
Public Speaking Competition. I had the privilege of
being on the judging panel, and I have to tell you
honestly that the quality of the speeches was almost
unbelievably high, particularly considering that the
participants were restricted to our Key Stage 3 pupils.
Ms Herrett, our Head of English, has written about this
event elsewhere in the newsletter, so I would urge you
to read her report.
Coming up over the next couple of weeks, we have the
BISAK Performing Arts Academy’s Festival and BISAK’s
Got Talent, each of which promises to be a feast of
creativity, talent and performing prowess. I hope you
are able to witness them. We also have International
Day on 4th April, and it would be wonderful if you
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Preparatory School
Lower Prep

Preparatory School

Lower Prep

March has been an extremely busy and productive month in
the Lower Prep School. The pupils and staff have all worked
enthusiastically to create fantastic pieces of work which
have been showcased across the school. They have been
challenging themselves across all areas of the curriculum.
On Thursday 7th March, the whole Preparatory School
spent a day enjoying and sharing our favourite books with
one another. In Year 4 they visited their Year 1 buddies
and read some of their chosen stories to them. The Year
1 classes particularly enjoyed the acting from some of the
Year 4 pupils. In Year 3 we shared our own stories, which
we had written with one another and even created puppets
to help us tell our stories. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed
listening to each other’s fantasy stories. All of the children in
the Lower Prep school went to great lengths to dress up as
their most beloved story characters. The Year 4 team even
had a Book Day parade! The teachers battled to choose the
winners but eventually settled on Kareem El Khamery as
Paddington Bear, Sara Fadda as The Snow Man from the
Snowman at Night, Shayan Jamal as Geronimo Stilton and
Raneem Alakkad as Heidi. Congratulations to these pupils!
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Preparatory School
Lower Prep

This past month has been a very busy one in Year 4. In Science,
we have been investigating sound and sound vibrations.
The children have enjoyed the various experiments relating
to how sound is created and how sound can be delayed due
to sound waves and the vibrations caused by sound. Various
pieces of equipment were used in their experiments, but
most of the children had never seen or used a tuning fork
before, so they found these extremely fascinating!
In Year 3 we have been learning about angles and fractions
of amounts. We created angles using different parts of our
bodies and our friends had to determine whether the angle
was acute, obtuse or a straight line. During our fractions
topic, some children created shapes and specific fractions
using play dough. The children found it very tricky to cut all
of the pieces into equal parts but had great fun trying to
work out how many equal pieces a shape could be split into.
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Preparatory School
Lower Prep

On Wednesday 20th March, Year 3 invited parents to take
part in designing and creating their very own pinhole camera
with their child as part of their humanities topic ‘The Golden
Age of Islam. The day was a success as both parents and
pupils were amazed at how such a simple design could be
so effective.
As always, thank you for your ongoing support both at home
and at school.
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Preparatory School
Upper Prep

Preparatory School

Upper Prep

What an eventful month it has been in the Upper Prep
School. We have had a Maths workshop for parents, the
BSME sports trip to Dubai, Book Day, the Book Fair and a
Year 6 transition Maths lesson. Our Year 5 children are currently creating salads in Design and Technology.

The parent workshop in Maths was a great success. In
the Year 5 classes the pupils and parents participated in
a variety of fractions activities. They identified parts of a
number using different resources and whiteboards. In Year
6 the focus was geometry. Pupils practised their protractor
skills with the support of their parents. Everybody enjoyed
the event and felt that the activities would help support the
children at home.

This month, Year 6 children had the opportunity to visit
the Senior School for a Maths lesson. This was organised
as a transition activity to allow the Year 6 children to work
with one of the Maths teachers in the Senior School to see
what a Year 7 Maths lesson will be like next year. Our pupils
had a good experience and came back full of information
and positive comments. We are now arranging other
opportunities in other subjects with the Senior School team,
so watch this space.
Another event this month that we all looked forward to was
Book Day. There was much excitement amongst the children
about which book character they would dress up as. On
the day there were lot of creative costumes and the pupils
enjoyed parading their costumes and books for the rest of
the department to see. Another highlight was the Book Fair.
The children enjoyed browsing the books and choosing the
ones they would like to buy. They are now eagerly waiting for
them to arrive.
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Preparatory School
Upper Prep

In Year 5, the children have continued their Design and
Technology topic of “How to make a salad”. As I am writing
this they are busy making their salads and I am looking
forward to sharing some photographs with you next month
so that you can see all of their endeavours.
Lastly, the highlight of this month for some of our Year 5 and
Year 6 pupils must be the BSME sports trip to Dubai. They
worked hard to prepare for the event and there was great
excitement in the department in the build up to the trip.
Congratulations to all of the children who participated in the
event. We are very proud of them all, and from listening to
the tales on their return it sounds as if a great time was had
by everybody. Some of them have mentioned that they are
already looking forward to doing it again. A big thank you to
all of the staff who took the children to Dubai. I am sure the
children appreciate all of your hard work.
Jacqueline Matthee – Head of Upper Prep
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Senior - Y10
Geography Bahrain Trip

Senior - Y10

GCSE Geography Bahrain Urban & Coastal Fieldwork Trip

On 28th January, myself and a group of classmates travelled
to Bahrain on a trip to investigate the urban and coastal
environments to help us complete our most recent unit of
work for GCSE Geography.
The fieldwork included us researching and using a series
of geographical survey techniques (such as environmental
surveys) to determine the physical structure of Manama.
The purpose of the trip was to investigate and identify the
city structure and determine whether it followed traditional
urban land use models, such as the Burgess or Hoyt models.
We also travelled to Al Jazeer beach near Zallaq to investigate
the coastal environment and ecosystem. Despite its being
very windy, which made tasks such as measuring longshore
drift difficult, we all had a great time.
Back in school in our Geography lessons, we wrote a report
on our investigations, which will help us to answer questions
in our exams.
Overall, we worked really hard on the field trip, but it was
very enjoyable and extremely useful in the developing and
expanding of our knowledge of geographical investigation
skills.
Leena Noureldin – Year 10
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Senior - Y8 & Y9
Cookery course

Senior - Y8 & Y9
Cookery course

This week the Year 8s and 9s started their Cookery course. Our
pupils are taught how to cook predominantly savoury meals,
applying the principles of healthy eating. Learning how to cook
is a crucial life skill that enables them to feed themselves and
opens the door to one of the great expressions of human
creativity. The course culminates in the popular Ready, Steady,
Cook Competition where, after preliminary stages, six chefs
compete in the Final.
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Senior school
Ladies’ Computing Club

Senior school

Ladies’ Computing Club
Here is a quote from one of the Year 7 pupils.

“The Ladies’ Computing Club absolutely
makes my day. I have attended the club ever
since it started. Mr Salih recaps things that we
have done in lessons and teaches us things
in advance. This way we can understand the
topic and have fun instead of stressing over
not being able to do the task.
I have absolutely loved every single session,
whether we are doing programming or
SketchUp. I hope you (girls) try out a session.
Trust me you won’t regret it!”
Yasmin Ourari, 7B

It has long been recognised that the IT Industry needs to
increase diversity, and at BISAK we play our part by encouraging
female pupils to get involved in Computing. As part of the effort
to increase engagement among female pupils, the Computing
Department has started a Ladies’ Computing Club, which is
a short, weekly meeting where girls have exclusive access to
the PC Lab, and are free to either further explore work started
in class or develop other computing-related ideas under the
guidance of a teacher.
The club has been running for one term, and is always very
well attended. Pupils have created animated computer
programs and are currently working on producing 3D models
using industry-standard software.
The idea will be developed further next year into an afterschool activity, where pupils are able to undertake more
challenging activities.
Yasmin Ourari, 7B
Phoebe Meadwell, 7B
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ENG
& DR
Public Speaking Competition

ENGLISH
& DRAMA

DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC SPEAKING
COMPETITION

On Tuesday 19th March, the English and Drama department
hosted the Dr Saadeh Public Speaking Competition 2019. The
standard of our competitors was again strong, with the finalists
speaking about a wide range of topics that concerned them,
from environmental issues and science to history and art.
This year we have taken the opportunity to develop our link
with Toastmasters International, an organisation that supports
members in improving their communication and leadership skills.
At the beginning of our event, Mrs Sait, Toastmasters 2015 area
champion in two categories, introduced the youth programme
that we are planning to offer our pupils as an extracurricular
activity. As a school, we recognise the importance of public
speaking in both an academic and career environment and we
are excited to be working with such a prestigious organisation.
There will be more details regarding this in the near future.
We were delighted that another member of Toastmasters
International was able to come and judge the competition. Mr AlHaj has been involved with the organisation for over fifteen years
and is also working with the youth programme. Joining Mr Al-Haj
was our very own Mr Andrew Thomas, himself a skilled performer
in his music band, and our head judge and Headteacher, Mr Leo
Gilbert, who brought his considerable experience to the table.
The competition got underway with an experienced speaker,
Zehra Farooqi from Year 9, with her speech entitled, ‘Don’t Judge
a Book by Its Cover’. The second representative from the year
group was Ghalia Elbatnigi with her talk, ‘Inner Beauty’, and the
final Year 9 pupil to take the stage was Hamza Khan with his
speech, ‘What Do You Practise Most?’. As these pupils will be in
Year 10 next year, this is the final year they can participate in the
competition. They will, however, be transferring their skills to the
Spoken Endorsement element of the IGCSE English Language
course, so their talents will not go to waste.

Deen Dabjan, Year 7 Winner,
with Mr. Gilbert

Mohamed Sait, Year 8 Winner,
with Mr. Gilbert

Zehra Farooqi, Year 9 Winner,
with Mr. Gilbert

Overall Winner, Karishma Udeshi,
receiving her award from Mr. Al-Haj

The Year 8 competitors included familiar faces, not least
Mohamed Sait who performed just last month in the poetry
competition. His talk was called, ‘Is Technology Controlling Us?’.
Next up was another seasoned performer, Deniz Pekey, with his
thoroughly researched talk on ‘The Renaissance’. Finally, for this
year group, experienced speaker Karishma Udeshi stepped up to
deliver her talk, ‘The Joy of Giving’. The judges were particularly
impressed by the quality of the Year 8 speakers.
After having a taste of the competition environment last month,
we welcomed three new Year 7 competitors: Ali Saqib with his
talk on ‘Why We Should Study Space’; Deen Dabjan with her
speech about ‘Why Sport is an Essential Part of Our Daily Lives’;
and our final performer of the entire competition, Avisheh Khalid,
who delivered her speech called, ‘Why We Should Study Art’. This
was the year group that caused most discussion between the
judges and they found it challenging to decide upon a winner.
Eventually, after much debate, discussion and deliberation, the
tough decisions were made. The winner of the Year 7 category
was Deen Dabjan; the Year 8 winner was Mohamed Sait and the
winner for Year 9 was Zehra Farooqi. However, there can only be
one overall winner of the Dr Saadeh Public Speaking competition
2019, and that was Karishma Udeshi. Congratulations to all –
competitors and winners.
With the winners announced, the competition was over for
another year. It takes team work to bring together such an event
and we are continually grateful for the support of our sponsor, Dr
Saadeh, colleagues from all areas of the school, as well as the
parents who give up their time to come and support their sons
and daughters.
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Seniory - Y9
Eeco-venture trip

Senior - Y9
Eeco-venture trip

On 15th February, thirteen Year 9 pupils travelled to the UAE to
take part in an eco-venture trip. Pupils spent three nights and
four days exploring the biology of different ecosystems. There
was no time for hanging around; immediately after arrival at
desert camp, the group set out on the first day’s activities
of palaeontology and ‘Tracks and Traps’. They learned
about desert ecosystems and how to identify the habitats
of reclusive animals that live in the area. They studied the
tracking patterns left behind by scorpions, lizards, snakes and
beetles and quickly became experts at spotting their burrows.
Pupils lay special traps to see if they could catch any nocturnal
animals – and they did! The next morning they had caught a
wild gerbil! Students finished the first day with a trip to the
camel farm to interact with the friendly animals
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Seniory - Y9
Eeco-venture trip

The last day was spent in the mangroves, where they had a
try at catching crabs – and a huge beautiful pearl-blue jelly
fish as well!

Students got to compare the biodiversity of other ecosystems
such as wadis, mangroves and coral reefs for the next three
days. One of the days was spent snorkelling and looking at a
coral reef near the aptly named ‘Snoopy Island’. This activity
was thoroughly enjoyed and the knowledge gained will help
with GCSE Biology. Archery and sandboarding were among
the favourite activities, where skills were practised with a little
bit of healthy competition. Students also learnt the life-skill of
making camp-fires and enjoyed eating “smores”.

Pupils saw biology in action, and for those who are
considering taking this as a GCSE option, the experience will
be vital for developing interest, understanding and future
success in the subject.
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Art

Finished Folk Art
paintings from
the Senior school
Art club

Art

It has been a colourful term and a trip around the world in
Art, with pupils in Prep School focusing on Art work from
Central and South America and Senior School choosing
their own culture to study for their independent printmaking project.
The Senior Art Club finished their large-scale Folk Art
paintings which now hang proudly outside the staff room.
The club created and painted colourful, contemporary Folk
Art with a modern twist. Our artist inspiration was Heather
Galler. Pupils carefully planned out the composition, and
chose colours and images to match our theme.

Year 5 oil pastel and ink resist flower pots
Year 6 ceramic pinch pots based
on artist Frida Kahlo
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Art

Year 3 are busy learning all about weaving with textiles. They
learned about weaving around the world and also where we
can see it in our homes. The pupils are creating their own
textile weaving using a loom, with wefts of ribbon and wool.
It is a tricky process but everyone is enjoying learning this
new technique.

Art technician Ms Sanchez working with Year
3 pupils on their textile weaving.

Prep School have enjoyed experimenting with colour this
term and learning about colour theory. Below are some of
our happy artists painting still life objects and working from
the Art Workshop book by Bar Rucci to make some simple
frame paintings.
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Art

Senior school working on their cultural prints using foam and ink

Results for the COBIS Art competition will be announced on
their website in April, and I will inform any students if they
have been awarded a prize. Congratulations to all of our
artists at BISAK who continually try their best in lessons
and produce the art work which makes our school look
beautiful!
Mrs. M Carlin
Art Teacher
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LAMDA students making history!

LAMDA students
making
history!
Introducing pupils to the LAMDA

Years 45 3-2 min. class
Years 60 6-3 min. class
Back
in December,
our LAMDA
went
to Bahrain
syllabus.
Drama
plays pupils
a large
part
to take their first ever LAMDA Speaking Verse & Prose Years 60 11-7 min. class

in the examination preparation,

examinations. An examiner came from all the way
*Open to non-BISAK students also
unlocking
developing
from
LAMDA in creativity,
London to assess
them. The pupils
didcommunication
wonderfully well, achieving
merits and five (These classes will not be taught at BISAK. Please email for further details.)
skills,twenty
building
distinctions between them.

self-confidence a self-esteem while
They
looked very
smart andappreciation
were strong candidates,
fostering
a lifelong
of
representing BISAK proudly. Truly impressive.
literature, poetry and drama.

All classes taught by LAMDA registered tutor
Deborah Brogan Meadwell.

BISAK pupils made history that day: the first ever group
from Saudi Arabia to take the LAMDA exam. LAMDA in
London are very impressed, and look forward to more
SPEAKING VERSE
amazing results in December this year.
AND PROSE
Developing a strong
It is an absolute pleasure tospeaking
teach these
all
voicechildren,
and
of whom have worked incredibly
hard
to
achieve
such
memory skills, designed
brilliant results. Well done allforofindividual
you and candidates.
keep up the

good work!

Deborah Brogan Meadwell

Email: brogan@broganmeadwell.com
www.lamda.org
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BISAK

PERFORMING ARTS
FESTIVAL
Performances:

1 April
2 April
3 April

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

6:30 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm

Rezayat Function Hall

Tickets available from BISAK front desk (subject to availability)

Adults SR20

Concessions SR10

For further information please contact

info.bpaa@bisak.org

BISAK Performing Arts Academy

This weekend, 29th and 30th of March, the BISAK
Performing Arts Academy is holding the first ever BISAK
Performing Arts Festival. More than 90 pupils have
signed up to spend their weekend in school developing
their musical and acting skills. A group of specialised
staff will be running orchestra, choir and acting
workshops and there will even be time for socialisation
with a fun movie night on Friday evening.

for 20SAR (Adults) and 10SAR (Children) and we advise
reserving your tickets as soon as possible, using the
form below, since the seating is limited. Please note
that tickets must be purchased in advance and will not
be available on the door. Forms are also available from
the Music Department and front desk at BISAK.
We very much hope you will support this Festival and if
you have any queries, please contact
info.bppa@bisak.org.

The repertoire rehearsed during this weekend will be
performed in a series of three performances on 1st, 2nd
and 3rd of April at 6.30 pm at the Razayat Auditorium. With very best wishes,
The showcase will include some Disney classics and
show tunes with a live band, amongst other exciting
performances. Tickets are now available for purchase

Mrs Izzy Henderson
Founder & Musical Director
BISAK Performing Arts Academy

BISAK Performing Arts Festival 2019 – Ticket request form
Child’s name: .................................................................................................. Class:......................................
Contact email: ..................................................................................................................................................
Please indicate the number of tickets required
Performance
Monday 1st April @ 6.30 pm
Tuesday 2nd April @ 6.30 pm
Wednesday 3rd April @ 6.30 pm

Adult
(SR20)

Student/
Child (SR10)
SOLD OUT

Please return the form in a
sealed envelope clearly marked
“BISAK Performing Arts
Festival Tickets”.
Tickets will be given to the child
named on the form.
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THE BRITISH INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AL KHOBAR PRESENTS
THE BRITISH INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AL KHOBAR PRESENTS

TUESDAY, 9 APRIL, 2019
Lower
Hall 2019
TUESDAY,
9 APRIL,

10:00-12:00 am
Lower Hall
BISAK’s Got Talent: The second round of auditions will be finishing this week. With more applicants
10:00-12:00
than ever, we are foreseeing an amazing
final. The parentsam
of the finalists will be invited to attend
this event, which takes place on 9th April at 10am in the Lower Hall.

Bisak Awards
HOUSE POINT WINNERS
R

Beirut

Yassin Ghanem

1

Johannesburg

Bayan Mahgoub

1

Cairo

Sara Alkoussayer

1

Nairobi

Dylan Rahal

2

London

Kareemah Balogun

2

Paris

Jana Bahomed

2

Rome

Jad Elsayes

3

New York

3

Ottawa

3

Mexico city

3

San Francisco

Joury Abouzaid

4

Santiago

Willem Jandali

4

Brasilia

Kareem Elkhamry

4

Buenos Aires

5

Wellington

Riyad Abdulwahab

Olubukola Akinyose

Tayim Feghia

Camille Bouanchaud
Razan Atawi

Tamir Saqa
Ayaan Choudhury
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Ayaan Khan

5

Sydney

5

Canberra

Selina Sheikh

6

Esperanza

Mariam Hindawy
Orla Hannan

6

Malia Albury

Albert Meadwell

Keagan Tait

Concordia

Yasmine Moussa
6

Halley

Sara Ansari

BRONZE AWARD WINNERS
1

Cairo

Muhammad Abbas Naqvi

SILVER AWARD WINNERS
1

Johannesburg

Dhriti Sangaru

2

Rome

Tamim Feghia

6

Esperanza

Omar Katabi

6

Halley

Maya Hussain

GOLD AWARD WINNERS
R

Beirut

Ronan Dokumacigil

Taim Oqal

R

Muscat

Eirlys Morgan

Georgia Eadie

1

Johannesburg

Manuel Manoukian

Minhah Hafeez

1

Cairo

Sophia Hussain

Yara Dib
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1

Nairobi

Sophia Chester

2

London

Marwan El-Hawary

Eshaal Qureshi

Anwen Mair Richards

2

Paris

Yanni Li

Tahoor Khan

Rayan Soudan

2

Rome

Alishbah Ahsen
Tayim Feghia

Hiba Rizwan

Reeda Yafawi

Hassaan Mudassar

Mohamed Sayed

Rudynh Ibrahim

Ramiz Bajwa

Jenine Shawwa

Razan Atawi

Noura Dib

Malek Jandali

Joanne Abdelhadi

Abdullah Farooqi

3

New York

3

Ottawa

3

Mexico city

Ahmed Baig

3

San Francisco

4

Santiago

Rishi Arun

4

Brasilia

Elias Abboud

5

Sydney

Kenzy Hassan

Selena Mahmoud

5

Canberra

Haania Rizwan

Yazan Abu Issa

Tarek Shawwa

PLATINUM AWARD WINNERS
R

Muscat

Abdulrahman Jandali
Loay Badawi

1

Amir Bendjaballah

Roba Awad

Nairobi

Sabian Peterson
4

Santiago

Yassine El-Hawary

4

Brasilia

Rylee Phin

Abdullah Ulhaq

Kumail Saqib

6

Concordia

Icel Ahmed

Muhammad Ryan Syahril

Maryam Selim

Abhi Soni
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STAR AWARD WINNERS
R

Beirut

Raed Al-Mesri

R

Muscat

Akif Dokumacigil

1

Johannesburg

1

Cairo

1

Nairobi

Sophia Chester

2

London

Aoife Burke

2

Paris

Aiza Habib

2

Rome

Elias Ourari

Fahad Atawi
Olubukola Akinyose

ARABIC BRONZE WINNERS
Ramy Norman

ARABIC SILVER WINNERS
Omar Osman

Willem Jandali

Mazen Selim

Naya Al-Damluji

Sarah Al Mumtan

Bahjat Wadi
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Lost property!

Menu

Please CLEARLY name and label ALL your child’s belongings,
especially jumpers, lunch boxes and water bottles.
DELI MENU

The Lost Property collection points are filling up again. It is up to
your child to go to these areas to check for their lost belongings.
Items with easily identifiable names/labels will be returned to their
owner in time.
Locations for Lost Property:
1. Preparatory office area (for Preparatory pupils only)
2. Senior office area (for Senior pupils)

School Uniform Shop
• Order forms can be downloaded from the website
• http://www.bisak.org/Uniformorderform
• Fill the form out and place it in an envelope with the correct
money, hand it into reception
• Senior – Pupils to collect from reception
• Preparatory – Orders will be delivered to the form teachers
Opening hours:
Monday and Tuesday 12.30 pm – 13.30 pm.

COLD SANDWICHES
Turkey Ham Ciabatta
Egg and Cheese Baguette
Grilled Chicken & Caramelized Onions
Ciabatta
Roast Beef & Olive Ciabatta
Chicken Mayo Sandwich
Tuna Mayo Sandwich
Cheese & Tomato Sandwich
Grilled Chicken & Cheese Panini
Chicken BLT Rustic Bread
Shawarma Tortilla

SAR 16.00
SAR 12.00
SAR 16.00
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

17.00
13.00
13.00
13.00
16.00
16.00
13.00

SALADS
Chicken Ceasar Salad
Grilled Halloumi Cheese Salad
Fattouch salad
Feta Cheese Mix Salad
Tabbouleh Salad
Pasta and Cheese Salad
Greek Salad
Chicken & Pesto Salad
Prawns & Noodles Salad

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

17.00
16.00
15.00
16.00
13.00
17.00
16.00
20.00
23.00

BEVERAGES
Fresh Orange Juice
Fresh Strawberry Juice
Lemon & Mint Juice
Fresh Pineaple Juice
Fresh Mango juice
Mineral Water
Flavored Yogurts
Tetra pack Juices
Coca Cola
Mirinda

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
1.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

BAKERY MENU
Assorted Muffins
Cookie of the Day
Brownies
Cinnamon Rolls
Croissant
Donuts

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

BREAKFAST MENU
Pancake
Manakeesh - Zaatar
Manakeesh - Cheese
Manakeesh - Labna
Manakeesh - Pizza
Manakeesh - Spinach
Fruit Salad Cup
Fruit Separate Cup

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00

GRAB & GO MENU
Pringles -small size
Sweet brunch -Baja
Snackits-2 flavors
Mini Sfornatini
Lemon Puff -b
Vita Marie gold -b
Peki mini cup cake
Hey Hey chocolate mini bars
Pepero stiks
Loacker biscuit-2 flavors
Digestive briata
Digestive-nibbles
kinder bueno
m&ms
Koffy -cappuccino
Koffy -Espresso
Nova Forma
Chocolate KitKat
Fresh fruits
Lays
Biscuits (Ginger Snap, Sesame)
Chocolate Galaxy
Sun Bite Assorted
Zatar Protein Cracker
Plain Protein Cracker
Chilly Protein Cracker
Cheese Protein Cracker
Zaatar Buscit
Olive Rusk
Ginger Biscotti
Almont Biscotti
Coconut Biscotti
Biscuit Baton

SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

HOT MEAL MENU
Timing from 11:30 A.M until 2.00 P.M
Main Course of the Day
SAR
Starch Dish (Rice / Potato / Dal)
SAR
Value Meal Deal ( 1 Main Course, 2
SAR
Starch Dish, 1 Drink )
Combo Meal ( 1 Main Course, 1 Salad,
SAR
2 Starch Dish, 1 Drink )
Pasta of The Day
SAR
Chicken or Beef Burger ( 80 G Bun)
SAR
Wraps Chicken or Beef
SAR
Pack Meal
SAR

6.00
6.00
12.00
16.00
8.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
7.00
6.00
11.00
11.00
6.00
6.00
2.00
2.00
9.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
5.00
6.00
8.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
16.00
17.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00

15.00
5.00
25.00
30.00
12.00
10.00
10.00
22.00

All Prices in Saudi Riyal
5% VAT inclusive

Please Note: School Badges are no longer available.

BISAK Menu - Week 4

Indian
Western

Sunday
31/03/19

Monday
01/04/19

Tuesday
02/04/19

Wednesday
03/04/19

Thursday
04/04/19

Lamb Biryani

Chicken masala curry
with geera rice

Chicken Tandoori
& rice

Mughlai kebabs with
vegetable pulao rice

Chicken Biryani

Crumb fried Fish finger
with tartar sauce & chips

Beef stroganoff With
mash potatoes

Beef lasagna with
vegetable

Swedish Meat balls
Thai style stir fry beef
with Tagliatelle noodles
with fried rice

Arabic

Arabic grilled chicken
with Magloba rice

Chicken Kebabs with
Koshari rice

Lamb saloona
with Rice

Roast Sumac Chicken
with Vermicelli rice

Arabic grilled chicken
fillets with Kapsa rice

Pasta

Pasta with Mushroom
white sauce

Pasta with chicken
white sauce

Spaghetti bolognaise

Singapore noodles
and chicken wings

Macaroni Arabiatha

Hotdogs

Beef / chicken

Beef / chicken

Beef / chicken

Beef / chicken

Beef / chicken

Burgers

Chicken & beef

Chicken & beef

Chicken & beef

Chicken & beef

Chicken & beef

Wraps

Chicken wraps

Chicken wraps

Chicken wraps

Chicken wraps

Chicken wraps

British International School Al Khobar
P.O.Box 4359 Al Khobar 31952 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel +966 13 882 5425/5474
Fax +966 13 882 5303

www.bisak.org
E-mail: info @bisak.or
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